WORKTOPS

Kitchen Worktops
of Timeless Beauty
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WORKTOPS

Looking Good,
Feeling Great.
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Welcome classic style into your home with the Heritage range of naturally beautiful worktops.
Inspired by nature, the Heritage range provides a select palette of stones and woodgrains that
will provide that touch of individual expression. Designed for contemporary living, Heritage
worktops possess an enduring quality of style and functionality that will stand the test of time.
Available in both ‘square edged’ and traditional ‘bullnose’ profiles, the Heritage worktop range
has the versatility of style, shape and form to fit seamlessly into your dream kitchen.

DRIFTWOOD
40mm Square Edged
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WORKTOPS

Make a
Lasting
Impression

The Heritage range of worktops combine
elegance and beauty with practical durability.
Not only will your worktop impress for it’s look
and feel but will also withstand the rigours
of modern living. Heritage worktops come
in two profiles; avail of either the sleek and
versatile square edged profile or the more
traditional ‘bullnose’ worktops edged profile.

ENGLISH OAK
40mm Square Edged
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Furniture Grade Chipboard
Polypropylene Edging
High Pressure Laminate

THE HERITAGE DRIP SEAL
Our innovative drip resistant
seal provides invisible lifelong
protection to your worktop.
High Pressure Laminate
Polypropylene Edging
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WORKTOPS
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1

Features &
Specifications

2

1. Worktops

2. Decorative End Panels

4. Upstands (Multipurpose Panel)

Create a statement in your kitchen with

Decorative End Panels upgrade your

Heritage Upstands offer a stylish and

a beautiful Heritage worktop. Expertly

look with a variety of design styles.

cost effective alternative to tiling,

edged on all four sides, the range

Add a finished touch to your cabinet

producing a seamless finish with

offers a beautiful centrepiece for your

layout with Decorative End Panels.

the worktop. Combine upstands with

kitchen with a wide variety of choice.

a backsplash to enhance and complete

Heritage comes in thicknesses of

3. Window Sills

the great look. Available in 3600mm x

40mm and 25mm, in order to achieve

Small details can make all the

350mm x 18mm, Upstands consist of

the perfect look, whatever it might

difference and colour coordinating your

an 18mm chipboard and are supplied

be. Heritage worktops come in 4050

window sills with your other Heritage

square edged with a laminate face and

lengths as standard with widths of

panels helps create a seamless effect.

back. Your fitters will love this addition

650mm and 900mm, and of course a

This can often be achieved from

to make their work easier, while

postform standard 600mm.

offcuts, we can even make a custom

offering the customer a “complete

made solution for you.

look” to your design.
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6

7

LUNAR GREY
40mm Square Edged

5. Cupboard Framing

splashbacks consist of a 6mm MDF

you a custom made solution. Factory

A simple way to add more continuity

with a laminate face and a scarified

finished, edging to any shape or size.

to your new kitchen, the 25mm panels

laminate balancer, square cut with no

are a great option when it comes to

edging. Tile trims can be selected for

OTHER DESIGN USES

framing your wall cupboards. Many

any exposed edges.

Utilise Every Space

designs incorporate an under counter

As Heritage worktops and panels are

open “bookcase” style unit made from

7. Breakfast Bar / Island Units

edged on both sides, they are perfect for

Heritage wide range of panels.

Transform your kitchen with a beautiful

that little bit of shelving or alternatively

Heritage worktop to suit your island

why not create an open cupboard area.

6. Splashbacks

unit. As Heritage worktops are edged

Create a practical, great-looking

on all four sides, adjust the length of

addition to your kitchen design.

your unit to suit your needs and use the

Available in the following size:

remaining material to cleverly provide

3000mm x 1200mm x 8mm, Heritage

a perfect finish. Why not have us make

Heritage offers a complete
range of panels to make your
life easier and add a bespoke
feel to your design.
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Not Just Worktops
Heritage is a range of matching

INSTALLERS: Because the panels are

panels that can be selected to

factory finished with digitally matched

enhance and design.

polypropylene edging, you can ‘rip and
fit’ this product in a fraction of the time.

DESIGNERS: Using Heritage panel
systems allows you the freedom to

CONSUMERS: All materials in the

enhance your own designs with a

Heritage range of panels are selected

full range of options. Our upstand -

for their quality to offer you a lifetime

multipurpose panel is 350mm wide so

of enjoyment, we have included the

you decide on the ideal height of the

most popular up-to-the-minute design

upstands, or use this panel for open

choices on new innovative textures. This

shelving or window boards. The options

not only gives you the look, but a unique

are greatly increased.

‘feel’ to your chosen worksurface.

WORKTOPS

Exceptional elegance in modern
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Exceptional elegance
in modern but
timeless designs
The Heritage panel system adopts

Heritage is both a look and feel

to modern living where your kitchen

experience. Our Fusion texture on the

is your cooking space, but also your

woodgrains is specially chosen to give

place to relax and enjoy.

an authentic wood look to our panels.
The real experience is also to run

We have taken great care to select the

your hand on the surface and feel the

best decors for you to choose from

surface for yourself.

but also innovative new textures.

COLONIAL OAK
40mm Square Edged
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BALTIC OAK

Scale 1:20 (approx.)
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ENGLISH OAK

Scale 1:20 (approx.)
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BUTCHER’S BLOCK

Scale 1:20 (approx.)
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DRIFTWOOD

Scale 1:20 (approx.)
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COLONIAL OAK

Scale 1:20 (approx.)
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BLACK FOREST

Scale 1:20 (approx.)
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HAMPSHIRE

Scale 1:20 (approx.)
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LUNAR GREY
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SOFT SPECKLE
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BUFFALO
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SAHARA SAND
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CARBON BLACK
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Décor Options & Textures
a range of versatile panels....

WORKTOPS

Baltic Oak | Fusion

English Oak | Fusion

Butcher’s Block | Pearl

Driftwood | Fusion

Colonial Oak | Fusion

Black Forest | Fusion

Hampshire | Fusion

Lunar Grey | Quarry

Soft Speckle | Pearl

Buffalo | Stone

Sahara Sand | Quarry

Carbon Black | Quarry

Pearl

Fusion

Quarry

Stone
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Matrix

WORKTOPS

Postform

Worktops

Square Edged

40mm

40mm

25mm

Décor Name

Texture

Price
Band

4100 x
600mm

4050 x
650mm

4050 x
900mm

4050 x
650mm

4050 x
900mm

Baltic Oak

Fusion

B











English Oak

Fusion

B











Butcher’s Block

Pearl

A











Driftwood

Fusion

B











Colonial Oak

Fusion

B











Black Forest

Fusion

B











Hampshire

Fusion

B











Lunar Grey

Quarry

A











Soft Speckle

Pearl

A











Buffalo

Stone

A











Sahara Sand

Quarry

B











Carbon Black

Quarry

A











Accessories
Upstand/
Multipurpose Panel

Backsplash

Additional Edging

3600 x 350 x 18mm

3000 x 1200 x 8mm

1 metre & 5 metre

Décor Name

Texture

Price
Band

Baltic Oak

Fusion

B







English Oak

Fusion

B







Butcher’s Block

Pearl

A







Driftwood

Fusion

B







Colonial Oak

Fusion

B







Black Forest

Fusion

B







Hampshire

Fusion

B







Lunar Grey

Quarry

A







Soft Speckle

Pearl

A







Buffalo

Stone

A







Sahara Sand

Quarry

B







Carbon Black

Quarry

A
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Recommended Distributor:
WORKTOPS

IRELAND
Web: www.heritageworktops.ie
Email: sales@heritageworktops.ie
UK
Web: www.heritageworktops.co.uk
Email: sales@heritageworktops.co.uk
Whilst every effort has been made to accurately represent colour and textures, we are
unable to guarantee an exact match due to the limitations of the printing process.
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Worktop Care & Maintenance Sheet
HOW TO CARE FOR YOUR WORK SURFACE.
The following is a Care & Maintenance Guide only. The information presents the most effective ways of fitting and caring for your worktop.
This sheet must be read by the fitter and then left with the end consumer, as the warranty is only valid if guidelines as described are followed.

THINGS TO DO AND THINGS TO AVOID
CLEANING:

Things To Do

Things To Avoid

To prevent damage from hot
objects, use heat resistant
mats on the surface of
the worktop. Always use
ashtrays for cigarettes.
We do not recommend using
gas hobs with our Upstands
or Splashback range.

Never place objects from the oven or
hob directly onto the laminate surface
since this may lead to blistering. Care
should also be taken with hot irons and
cigarettes.

SCRATCHING

Always use a chopping board
for preparing food.

Some crockery items, kitchen utensils
and other objects sliding across your
worktops will produce fine scratches in
the laminate. Try to avoid sliding rough
based objects across the surface.
Never cut foodstuffs directly on the
laminate surface.

Note: Prolonged contact with some PVC
aprons may promote premature wear of the
work surface. Abrasive scouring powders,
creams and even polishes should all be
avoided.

MOISTURE

Wipe spilt liquids away
from joints and cut-outs
immediately. Ensure that all
inset appliances are properly
sealed with a suitable
waterproof silicone sealant.

Moisture will not harm the laminate
surface itself but it is advisable to wipe
away any spillages as soon as possible.
The critical areas are around joints and
cut-outs.

Heritage worktops provide a hard wearing
surface. However, the surface will be damaged
by scratching of sharp knives or other sharp
utensils. It is recommended that a cutting
board or protective mat be used when using
such implements.

HEAT

General cleaning of the surface requires only a
damp cloth & a mild detergent or non abrasive
cleaner diluted in warm water. Some strong
chemicals, dyes and fruit juices may harm your
Heritage work surface.
In the event of spillage always wipe up, rinse
& dry the area thoroughly. Do not leave
liquids lying on the surface. They may seep
through a joint and affect the core board.

WEAR RESISTANCE:

CAUTION HEAVY: Please use the appropriate safety clothing and lifting equipment. Protective gloves

must be worn whilst handling worktops.

LIFETIME WARRANTY:

Heritage worktops have a lifetime warranty against manufacturing defects. The manufacturer undertakes to make good by repair and/
or replacement (at its own discretion) any worktop shown to have failed by any reason of defects in design, materials or workmanship.
This warranty is subject to fair wear and tear and providing that the installation, care and maintenance instructions have been followed
and that the product has been properly used for its intended purpose. The worktop warranty becomes void once the postform edge
is cut off. This undertaking is in addition to the consumers’ statutory rights and does not affect those rights in any way. This warranty
covers domestic installations only. No claims for replacement costs will be entertained if the worktop is not fully inspected before

IRELAND
Web: www.heritageworktops.ie
Email: sales@heritageworktops.ie
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Worktop Fitting & Installation for

Thank you for choosing your
new Heritage Worktop
These guidelines are intended to help
you achieve the best possible results
from your laminate worktop. Please
ensure that you are completely satisfied
with the product by checking for damage
or defects prior to fitting. Heritage
Worktops cannot accept responsibility
for the final fitting of your worktop. The
colour surface should be checked for
compatibility before fitting takes place.
We will not accept any claims for refitting
costs resulting from mis-match of colour
or surface finish flaws.

High Pressure
Laminate

High Pressure
Laminate

Unique Profile

Polypropylene
Edging

Drip Seal Design
PUR Seal

POSTFORMED

Furniture Grade
Chipboard
High Pressure
Laminate

SQUARE EDGED

CUTTING:

JOINTING & CUTOUTS:

UPSTANDS:

As a general rule, best results are
achieved when the worktop is cut
5mm oversize, using either a portable
power saw (decorative side face down)
or with a hand saw (decorative side
face up). For power saws, jig saws
and circular saws which cut with an
upward angle, cut from the underside,
always check measurements prior
to cutting. In regard to cut outs for
appliances and sinks, ensure that
appliances and sinks are inset into the
work surface and are overlapped by at
least 15mm.

While the surface laminate is
impervious to water, the core material
and adhesive may become affected
by moisture. It is therefore, essential
that all cutouts, joints and exposed
areas are sealed correctly, with a
silicone sealant or a contact adhesive.
Failure to properly seal the vulnerable
area shall lead to moisture ingress to
the core and no claims for damages
may be upheld if proper sealing is not
in place.

Once cut to size and edged, the
upstands can then be fixed. The
upstand must be fixed to the wall
which your worktop backs on to. Fix
the upstand with wall panel adhesive,
following the adhesive manufacturer’s
instructions to ensure a good bond.
They can then be sealed using silicone
sealer. Seal the area where the
upstand meets the worktop and where
the upstand meets the wall. We do not
recommend using gas hobs with our
Upstands or Splashback range.

To prevent stress cracking ensure that
all corners are cut with a minimum
radius of 6mm. If you are using a
hand saw then cut on the laminate
side, you can mark with a soft pencil
on the laminate face. Apply pressure
on the downward stroke to avoid
chipping, holding the saw almost
vertically to the top.
The worktop should always be
supported during all cutting, drilling
or sawing. All tools used should be
sharp and safety goggles & gloves
should be used.

With Heritage worktops please
remove all edging prior to joining
worktops together and seal as above.
When jointing the work surface and
making sink cutouts, the edges, all
exposed areas and cutouts must be
sealed with silicone.

TILES:
When tiling above a worktop a space of
at least 3mm should be left between
the surface of the worktop and the
bottom row of tiles for easy removal of
the top.

IRELAND
Web: www.heritageworktops.ie
Email: sales@heritageworktops.ie
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EQUIPMENT CHECKLIST:
SAFETY EQUIPMENT, YOU WILL NEED:
Dust mask, safety goggles & gloves.
CUTTING TO SIZE, YOU WILL NEED:
Measuring tape, pencil, portable power
saw (if available), straight edge, two G
clamps and a fine toothed hand saw. A
portable hand router can also be used
to produce a cleaner cut edge.
CUTTING INTERNAL APERTURES,
YOU WILL NEED :
25mm paint brush, PVA adhesive,
junior hacksaw, electric iron, trimming
machine (if available), hand plane and
250mm smooth file.

UK
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